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Ruling is bad news for contractors and their sureties
By Larry A. Rothstein

T

he 2nd District Court of
Appeal’s March 11 decision in Karton v. Ari
Design & Construction,
Inc., 2021 DJDAR 2219, will have a
major impact on the approximately 300,000 licensed contractors in
California. Not in a good way. The
case is bad law underpinned by bad
public policy.
Karton, a homeowner and an attorney, contracted with Ari Design
for a home remodel. Wesco wrote
Ari’s $12,500 contractor’s license
bond. A dispute arose and Karton
sued Ari, Wesco and others. Karton
claimed Ari overbilled him $35,096.
Ari admitted to owing $13,000.
Thus, the dispute was seemingly
over $22,096.
Wesco tendered its defense to
Ari’s counsel. During trial, evidence was presented that, contrary
to Ari’s assertion that it had no
employees — and therefore was
exempt from paying worker’s compensation insurance — some of its
employees testified at trial. As a
result, the trial court determined
that Ari was unlicensed during construction because it hadn’t carried
worker’s compensation insurance.
Finding Ari to be unlicensed, the
court awarded the entire amount
Karton paid to Ari — $92,651 — under Business and Professions Code
Section 7031(b), which provides
that, “a person who utilizes the services of an unlicensed contractor
may bring an action in any court of
competent jurisdiction in this state
to recover all compensation paid to
the unlicensed contractor for performance of any act or contract.”
The trial court also awarded Karton $2,850 in storage fees plus treble damages of $10,000 under Code
of Civil Procedure Section 1029.8
(damages under that section are
capped at $10,000). Section 1029.8
also allows the court to award attorney fees and costs. Karton sought

$271,530 in attorney fees against
both Ari and Wesco. Finding that
Karton had overlitigated the matter and engaged in uncivil practices, the trial court reduced the fee
request to $90,000. The trial court
awarded Karton all of the above
damages ($195,501) against Ari
and $12,500 against Wesco, ruling
that there was no statutory or contractual basis to award attorney
fees against it.
Karton appealed both the amount
of fees awarded and urged the court
of appeal to impose the fees against
Wesco as well as Ari. The court
affirmed the fee award against
Ari, but reversed the trial court
and awarded the same amount —
$90,000 — against Wesco.
This is truly an astonishing holding. It is my understanding that
Wesco is filing a petition for rehearing and/or a request for depublication. The petition should be granted
and depublication ordered.
In its opinion, the appellate court
refers to the Wesco bond as a “construction bond.” Surety and construction lawyers understand that a
construction bond is a bond underwritten for a specific public or private works project. There are two
components of construction bonds:
(1) a performance bond which
guarantees to the owner that the
contractor (principal) will complete
the project in accordance with the
terms of the underlying construction contract; and (2), a payment
bond which guarantees that the
contractor will pay its subcontractors and suppliers. See Civil Code
Sections 8602 (private works) and
9550 (public works). The contractor’s license bond at issue in Karton is a statutory bond required of
licensed contractors as a condition
of licensure. Bus. & Prof. Code Section 7071.6. Unlike a construction
bond, where the project owner (or
direct contractor if the bond is given by a subcontractor) is the named
beneficiary or obligee, the license

bond is written on a form approved
by and given to the registrar of
contractors. It is for the benefit of
certain defined classes of beneficiaries including homeowners, laborers (wages) and union trust funds
(fringe benefits). Bus. & Prof. Code
Section 7071.5.
The failure by the Court of Appeal to recognize this distinction
lies at the heart of why the case was
wrongly decided. Contractor’s license bonds are required for every
licensed contractor — no matter
how large or small — in the state.
License bond sureties typically
write them in exchange for a signed
indemnity agreement and an annual premium of approximately $300.
The bond premium is the same regardless of the size or experience
of the contractor. In this way, even
the smallest contractor can afford
the bond and the surety’s risk
(now $15,000) is relatively modest
as well. This encourages licensure
— and therefore regulation by the
license board which is designed
and intended to protect the public
from violations of the license law by
licensed contractors.
In contrast, construction bonds
are underwritten for a specific project and a specific contractor. In doing so, the surety underwriter will
ask: How large is the project? What
is the contractor’s experience on
this type of project? What is his or
her work on hand? The “three C’s”
— a term well understood in surety
underwriting — include an assessment of the bond principal’s capital,
capacity and character. Construction bonds involve a much higher
level of underwriting and risk analysis by the surety and premiums
are priced accordingly. In some instances, where the contractor may
be considered a higher-than-average risk, the surety may require
collateral as a condition of issuing
the bond.
Like the pre-issuance underwriting process described above, the

surety’s claims analysis similarly
relies on risk assessment: What is
the surety’s exposure? What are
its principal’s defenses? Is there
a prevailing party attorney fees
provision in either the bond or the
bonded contract? What is the principal’s ability to satisfy its indemnity obligations to the surety? These
and many other factors enable the
surety to make an informed risk assessment decision in order to satisfy its obligations to the owner or the
payment bond claimant.
Prior to Karton, a surety’s exposure to attorney fees was understood to be capped by the penal
sum of its bond — and this was true
of public works, private works and
license bonds. See, e.g., Hartford
Accident and Indemnity Co. v. Industrial Accident Comm., 216 Cal.
40 (1932) (known as “The Hartford Rule”); Harris v. Northwestern
National Ins., 6 Cal. App. 4th 1061
(1992); T & R Painting v. St. Paul
Fire & Marine, 23 Cal. App. 4th 738
(1994); Lawrence Tractor Co. v. Carlisle Ins. Co., 202 Cal. App. 3d 949,
956 (1988) (without a specific contractual provision, a surety cannot
be liable for attorney fees “beyond
the express limits of its undertaking.”).
In reaching its decision, the
Court of Appeal in Karton relied primarily on Code of Civ. Proc. Section
1029.8 and Pierce v. Western Surety
Co., 207 Cal. App. 4th 83 (2012).
Code of Civil Procedure Section
1029.8 provides: “Any unlicensed
person who causes injury or damage to another person as a result of
providing goods or performing services for which a license is required
… shall be liable to the injured person for treble the amount of damages assessed in a civil action in any
court having proper jurisdiction.
The court may, in its discretion,
award all costs and attorney’s fees
to the injured person if that person
prevails in the action.” (Emphasis
added.)

Section 1029.8 had heretofore
never been applied to a license
bond or surety bond. First of all,
the clear wording of Section 1029.8
makes it only applicable to unlicensed persons. Wesco is not an unlicensed person. Ironically, license
bonds are only required of licensed
contractors. License bonds are not
given to unlicensed persons and the
effect of the trial court’s determination that Ari was unlicensed should
have exonerated Wesco. Code of
Civil Procedure Section 993.440.
Second, Wesco did not “provide
goods or perform services” for Karton.
And third, Section 1029.8 is penal in nature so should have been
strictly, not broadly, construed.
Business and Professions Code
Section 7099.7 provides: “No order
for payment of a civil penalty shall
be made against any bond required
pursuant to sections 7071.5 to
7071.8.
Had Ari committed fraud in connection with the Karton remodel,
Business and Professions Code
Section 7116 would make Wesco liable for any damage caused thereby.
Had the Legislature intended to expose Wesco to liability for its principal’s fraudulent conduct beyond the
penal limit of its bond, it could have
done so, but wisely decided not to.
The court’s reliance on Pierce
(“The Pierce decision mandates victory for the Kartons against Wesco”) is similarly misplaced. Pierce
involved a $50,000 statutory motor
vehicle retailer bond required for licensure of a motor vehicle dealer by
the Song-Beverly Consumer Warranty Act. Vehicle Code Section
11700. The Pierce court affirmed
Pierce’s motion awarding him attorney fees “in an amount not to
exceed the remaining balance on the
bond.” 207 Cal. App. 4th at 87. Pierce
is hardly precedent for the holding
in Karton.
If Karton is allowed to stand, it
will open the floodgates for lawsuits

against license bond sureties and
their bond principals. Sureties, unwilling to risk exposure to attorney
fees far greater than the penal limit
of their bonds, will simply pay the
claim, however unmeritorious, in
order to avoid potentially unlimited exposure to attorney fees. At
that point, the surety will demand
that the contractor indemnify it
under the terms of its indemnity
agreement and Civil Code Section
2747. If the contractor doesn’t have
$15,000, the surety’s loss is reported to the license board and the contractor’s license is suspended until
he or she makes good. This would
be a terrible result for both sureties
and contractors. But certainly it
would make for a bonanza for bond
claimants and homeowners. Moreover, the price of the bond premium
will also skyrocket.
The portion of the case dealing
with lawyer incivility as affecting
attorney fees awards should stand
(for more on that see Franklin Garfield’s March 17 column, “Incivility
ruling has implications for divorce
litigators”). The portion imposing
attorney fees on Wesco’s license
bond should be reversed or depublished. It is bad law and bad precedent. 
Larry A. Rothstein is an attorney in
Westlake Village with over 40 years
of experience in construction and
surety law.

Guide to taxes, damages and settlements makes litigators’ jobs easier
By Jeremy Babener

R

ob Wood’s treatise, “Taxation of Damage Awards
& Settlement Payments,”
has long been the go-to
guide for tax issues surrounding
settlement and recovery. Wood is
a tax lawyer with Wood LLP and is
also the author of the Bloomberg
portfolio on this topic, but his bigger treatise is more extensive. The
fifth edition, released earlier this
year, continues that tradition and
expands on subjects and strategies
critical to plaintiffs and defendants.
For the first time, this new edition
of Wood’s book is in electronic
form, delivered in a cased flash
drive. Readers will find guidance
on compliance, and more importantly, paths to increase plaintiffs’
after-tax recoveries and decrease
defendants’ after-tax costs. It also
brings us up to date on analysis and
approaches necessitated by recent
decisions by the IRS, federal courts
and Congress. If you regularly work
in the litigation context, this book
belongs in your library.

The book dedicates a whole chapter to the treatment of attorney fees,
and with good reason. Whether
parties can deduct or capitalize legal costs, and how much they can,
changes the cost of settlement.
Wood walks us through the litany of
cases considering the “origin of the
claim,” and more recent decisions
affecting the analysis. The 2017 Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act may have had the
biggest impact on the tax treatment
of legal fees in this space. It disallowed miscellaneous itemized deductions through 2025, and in doing
so, disallowed most individual plaintiffs’ deductions of their legal fees.
Many plaintiffs used to take for
granted the deductibility of their
fees, believing that at worst they
would pay tax on their net recoveries after deducting legal fees. But
the 2017 law creates the seemingly
confiscatory rule that taxes some
plaintiffs on their gross recoveries
despite paying substantial legal
fees. Wood addresses this concern
and some of the more popular ways
to address it.
In the same 2017 legislation Con-

gress limited defendants’ ability to
deduct expenses in sexual harassment and sexual abuse cases. Of
critical note is the impact of confidentiality in these settlements,
which triggers defendants’ inability
to deduct their expenses. Wood addresses the defendants’ perspective, then discusses how plaintiffs
could have been, but will not be impacted. At least, not directly.
The taxation of recoveries for
physical symptoms and physical
sickness has developed significantly since the fourth edition. In 1996,
Congress limited Internal Revenue
Code Section 104(a)(2)’s general
income exclusion for personal injury recoveries to “physical injuries”
and “physical sickness.” Wood
previously looked at legislative history, which called for the taxation
of recoveries for “physical symptoms” of emotional distress. In this
fifth edition, Wood considers the
application of recent federal court
decisions discussing that history.
For example, the U.S. Tax Court
distinguished “physical signs” from
“physical symptoms.” This leaves

open the possibility of better treatment of compensation for physical
ailments resulting from emotional
distress when the ailments are objectively verified by a physician.
Injured businesses continue to
allocate recoveries to a “loss of
goodwill” rather than “lost profits,”
hoping to benefit from basis recovery and capital gain rates. Wood
recounts recent caselaw, describing
the narrow circumstances when
the IRS and courts will side with
businesses. In the same chapter on
business recoveries, he summarizes the tax treatment of recoveries in
shareholder derivative suits, patent
infringement cases, and will contests.
Of paramount importance to tax
treatment in any case is the nature of
the claims and the language used in
the settlement agreement. Indeed,
the IRS and courts regularly look
to the settling parties’ allocation of
proceeds. Wood recounts how and
why a defendant’s intent generally
dictates the character of the settlement payment. The question then
remains, “How can the parties al-

Attorneys show up to court despite real concerns
Continued from page 1

matters without the need to appear
in person. But the last order of this
type was issued on Aug. 18, 2020
and expired on Oct. 14, 2020. Third,
Judge House writes that no holds
are placed on licenses. But since
traffic courts reopened for arraignments in September 2020, the court
has not announced nor effectuated
any limitations on its longstanding
practice of sending failure to appear
notices to the DMV that generate license suspensions.
Judge House emphasizes that
traffic defendants opt to schedule
their trials. In reality, defendants
have little choice. During the time
the court was closed, it did not automatically lift old license holds;
instead it required defendants to
either pay or calendar their citation
to seek reinstatement of their licenses. Now that courts have reopened,

these calendared cases cannot be
rescheduled by defendants, only attended or missed. This is true even
if a defendant has tested positive for
COVID-19.
Judge House claims that “no traffic defendant need appear in person.” But defendants who can neither pay their citation nor accept the
consequence of a suspended license
have no other option. The court has
not offered a remote option for traffic trials. Trial by written declaration is not an acceptable substitute
as it deprives defendants the right
to cross-examine the citing officer.
Indeed, the court offers de novo
in-person trials for all defendants
who have opted into trial by written
declaration, in recognition of the
inadequacy of this remote “alternative.”
Each and every day that courts
have been open, including at the

height of the pandemic, hundreds of
traffic court defendants have shown
up to courts across Los Angeles
County in-person. These defendants
did not attend court because of their
zeal to battle out their citations in
person at risk to their lives. They
attended court because they had
to. They attended court because of
the ongoing imposition and enforcement of consequences ranging from
license suspensions to financial penalties to points on driving records
and because of the absence of a policy permitting traffic defendants to
reschedule their appearances.
As organizations who have had
legal aid attorneys on the ground
in traffic and eviction courtrooms
across Los Angeles in the midst of
this deadly pandemic, we have seen
our staff experience endless nights
of worry and stress. We speak from
personal experience. While we had

hoped to reach a consensus with the
court on an appropriate solution,
that has not been possible. Our attorneys have been in court since last
fall and will continue to show up,
through surges and variants, navigating crowded hallways and courtrooms, as long as the court demands
our presence to help our clients get
the best possible outcomes. 
Silvia R. Argueta is executive director of the Legal Aid Foundation of Los
Angeles.
Diego Cartagena is executive director of Bet Tzedek.
Yvonne Mariajimenez is president
and CEO of Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles County.
Margaret Morrow is president and
CEO of Public Counsel.

locate to minimize taxation?” Each
of the chapters in this fifth edition
describe different types of recoveries and their varying tax treatment.
In discussing how to allocate, Wood
emphasizes when the IRS will respect such allocations — key to anyone drafting settlement language.
Each edition of this treatise
makes the job easier for those regularly working on and near the
frontline of litigation. Know how

your recovery and expenses should
be treated. Identify when and how
you can improve that treatment.
Identify when you can help the other side do the same. This treatise is
organized and full of planning tips
to help you do so. 

Jeremy Babener is special tax counsel at Lane Powell PC in Portland, Oregon. He previously served as a tax
policy fellow in the U.S. Treasury’s Office of Tax Policy. Since 2013, he has
chaired the Legal Committee of the
Society of Settlement Planners.
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